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Queensland Statutes Reprints — now online

QUT and the Supreme Court Library Queensland today announced the online release of two separate sets of Queensland Statutes historical reprints.

“Release of the 1962 Reprints online makes the legislation freely available to a wider audience and fills a previous gap in online Queensland legislation,” Supreme Court Librarian Mr David Bratchford said.

“You can find the 1962 Reprints on the Supreme Court Library Queensland website (sclqld.org.au). There you can browse the reprints by volume, or search an A–Z list of subjects or Act names, based on the original publication’s Table of Contents.

“This digitisation project was made possible by the generous financial support of the Australian Law Librarians’ Association (Queensland) Inc. (ALLAQ), and I want to express our gratitude. I also want to acknowledge the support of the Office of Queensland Parliamentary Counsel (OQPC), who as copyright owners provided us with permission to publish the digitised material online.”

Digitisation of a pre-1991 reprint series of Queensland statutes and regulations sometimes referred to as the ‘White Reprints’ was completed recently by the QUT Law Library, also with assistance from ALLAQ. This reprints series and other historical legal material is available from QUT’s Queensland Law Collection: digitalcollections.qut.edu.au/view/qld-law/.

“QUT Law Library would like to thank ALLAQ for its generous support for this project and its long standing commitment over many years to making Queensland’s still vital legal heritage more accessible to the legal community, researchers and the public. Like our colleagues from the Supreme Court Library, QUT would like to thank the Office of the Queensland Parliamentary Counsel for their ongoing support,” QUT Law Library Manager Mr Michael Wallace said.
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